
Graig Wood Loop – 2.6 Miles

Please keep all gates as you found them. Any that are closed, please shut

behind you.

Map Route for Graig Wood Loop

This walk starts at reception and heads out the end of the lodge entrance road. Pass through

our wooden entrance gates and down over the brow towards Knighton. As you reach the

bottom of the hill, there is a large pull into your left. Just after, turn back on yourself through

a gateway also on the left. Cross the footbridge and follow the path uphill keeping the

hedgerow on your right-hand side.

When you reach the top of the hill, pass through a gateway, continuing to keep the hedge to

your right. Continue uphill across the field keeping the fence to your right. When you reach

the top, you will pass through a gateway, crossing a road, with a woodland to your right.

Cross over the road and through another gateway.

You will see a large mast to your right-hand side. Head straight across the field, sticking with

the footpath and slowly the field heads downhill. When you reach the bottom, climb over

the style and turn immediately left across an old track.

Follow this road until you reach some farm building. Go through the gate, and keep right

heading down the side of the barns, passing through several more sorting gates. Once past

the barns, keep left through another gateway. As the road heads downhill you will cross a

small stream and keep left continuing downhill. Pass through some more gateways and pass

Llandinship Cottage up on your right hand side which is currently used as a private holiday

let.

Go over a cattlegrid and continue with the road heading downhill back towards Black Hall.

Just before the second cattlegrid, take a left across the field to go through the wooden

wicket gate by the Leisure Building Patio.

https://www.maps.ie/map-my-route/viewMap.php?route=228842

